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copy  

free  

hope  

spring  

case  

laughed  

nation  

quite  

type  

themselves  

temperature  

bright  

lead  

everyone  

method  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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copy spring nation themselves lead 

free case quite temperature everyone 

hope laughed type bright method 
 

     

 

           

                        

               

 

  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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copy spring nation themselves lead 

free case quite temperature everyone 

hope laughed type bright method 
 
 

 
 

  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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bright   A.  a box to contain some- 

thing or an example 

case   B.  a country  

copy   C.  a thing made to be 

the same as another 

 

everyone   D.  a way to do something 

free   
E.  a wish for a certain 

thing to happen  

hope   F.  able to do what 

one wishes  

laughed   G.  all the people 

lead   H.  completely  

method   I.  giving out much light 

nation   J.  how hot or how cold 

something is 

quite   K.  the group being talked about 

spring   
L.  the season 

after winter  

temperature   
M.  to have made happy 

sounds 

themselves   N.  to make words on a 

computer or an example 

type   
O.  show the way 

by going first  
 

Matching 
Directions:    In the box by the word, write the letter of 
  its meaning. 
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yept He will __ __ __ __ his story on the computer.  

ssetleehmv The boys will do the work __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __. 

eeupmaerrtt He’s not well and has a high __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __.  

ngpsir In the __ __ __ __ __ __, the plants grow again. 

etqui She is __ __ __ __ __ happy at her new job. 

oatnni A government rules a  __ __ __ __ __ __ .  

edtomh We learned the __ __ __ __ __ __ to add numbers. 

elda They will follow where you __ __ __ __. 

euahdlg The happy boy __ __ __ __ __ __ __ .  

poeh I __ __ __ __ to win the game. 

free Our dog got __ __ __ __ and ran away.  

yovrneee __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ must go to school. 

opcy The teacher made a __ __ __ __ of the test.    

esac Put these apples in the __ __ __ __.  

gtrhbi The sun is very __ __ __ __ __ __ in the day time. 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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copy spring nation themselves lead 

free case quite temperature everyone 

hope laughed type bright method 
 

1.  ______________________ must follow the rules. 

2.  Big children dress ______________________ for school. 

3.  He is ______________________ certain that you may come. 

4.  Here is the right ______________________ to write a letter. 

5.  I ______________________ you feel better soon. 

6.  She ______________________ at the happy picture. 

7.  She will ______________________ the line of children at school. 

8.  Snow is a ______________________ of weather. 

9.  Take the cans out of the ______________________. 

10.  The light of the fire is ______________________. 

11.  The people of the __________________ speak the same language. 

12.  The teacher said, “_______________ these words on your paper.” 

13.  The weather gets warm in the ______________________. 

14.  Wild animals are ____________________ to live where they want. 

15.  Winter weather has a cold ______________________. 
 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


